
Minutes of SAPU meeting – 04.11.2021

Meeting time (CET): 17:30

Place: Auditorium 5, Eilert Sund and Zoom

Present: Malene Melbye, Stine Myrah, Jake Ference, Elias Strand, Anders Brodin, Anna

Pauline Forsmark, Tatjana, Hannah Fransson, Magnus Ravnå, Loraine Vlasblom, Kristoffer

Holgersen, Oda Tegnander, Regine Løche, Manon de Vries

Agenda

1. Approval of notice and minute of meetings

Approved

2. Report from all positions

2.1 Financial responsible

Not present. Still need a new person for next year. We should bring in a new
person, not only those who have done it before - give notice saying we need
one now, not “in the future”. Oda is interested.

SIO Initiative Grants are no longer being given out.

2.2 Communication responsible

BA: nothing in particular. Good feedback on the posts.

MA: Idea of posting pictures before and after the event. Proposal workshop
happening Friday and Monday

2.3 Communication Responsible for International Students

Nothing new



2.4 Program Council representatives

Nothing new - but Maria needs people to stand on a pop-up stand on the UIO
- open day, in shifts. Presenting SAI to new students. Magnus has posted
about this in the chat for those interested.

2.5 Department Board representatives

Nothing new.

2.6 SVSU representative

Will be discussed later.

2.7 Study activity responsible

Had the first Anthrobreakfast - a massive success! Got what we wanted - a
long and detailed conversation, and the professor stayed behind to chat after.
Have run into a problem on the 17th of December - the room is booked so we
need to think about another option.

2.8 Social Media Coordinator

Nothing new - pushing out posts. Still need someone to help with content.

2.9 SAF (UIO Students of Social Anthropology)

The other groups have approved the name. Final approval is needed by us.
Passes almost unanimously. Lorraine was in the meeting - events are being
planned. SAPU should help to get the word out - by posting in MA and BA
groups, but letting people know it is a SAF event, not SAPU.

3. Discussing the possibility for two different reading nights, one BA, one MA

(Kristoffer)

Issues with participation of the BA years - Masters can be intimidating or scary. BA

students are staying from 4-6, but often leaving when the MA’s arrive. Several points

were brought up, but they all ended with the agreement of being more including -



trying to talk to them instead of separating. We need to try to “pop the bubbles” - and

connect people. Participation is key here. One of the major ideas behind the reading

nights is to be together. Master students have the “information” BA students might

need. Reading night is good for interaction on all levels, and a place where both MA

and BAs can come together to give feedback. Maybe extending the reading day/nights

to twice a week as exam season is coming.

Overall agreement - inclusivity is the main point of importance, both at MA and BA

level. Taking this to the next semester/next meeting. Start addressing it, getting

feedback and then working on it.

4. Meeting with Kenneth - update

Hybridity: Kenneth is working with the professors on recording/hybrid classes so that

people can join. Next semester will have some form of hybridity. Long term plan on

digitalization, but SAI prefer physical right now. Jake will message the people who

might need to know about the solution Kenneth is working on.

On the sensor issue: parliament has voted on every student having two sensors on

final exams → Kenneth wants to make a student forum discussing the issues that



might arise and we as students want to happen. We in SAPU need to find dates for

this. Many options are being discussed, among them is the quick fix pass/fail, but this

could bring problems for credibility. We need to inform students about the situation

itself, the meeting is not an information meeting, but a place to discuss and come up

with solutions. Problem with BA and MA exam dates, the possibility of two forums is

there as well. We will work on possible dates and Stine will bring them to Kenneth.

5. Tatjana giving information

A possibility for an application getting more funding for MA social events - as we don’t

have a social space.

Arbeidslivdagen - all of the programs have a stand to show SAI and anthropology.

More information will be given on this at a later time.

6. Any other matters

Minutes and notice of meeting  in Norwegian - all approved we don’t need it

04.11.2021

Deputy Chair/Secretary

Malene Melbye


